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Podcast addict app for iphone

Podcast app for iPhone and iPad allows you to aggregate all your favorite podcasts in one place to enjoy whenever you want. However, if you subscribe to quite a few, it may be important to sort them as you like. Fortunately, there are several options. Here's where to find them: How to sort podcasts in my podcasts section Launch the
Podcasts app from the home screen of your iPhone or iPad. If the My Podcasts tab hasn't been selected yet, tap it. Scroll to the top of the list (if it's not al-visible). Now you have a rubber band effect to reveal the search menu, like emails and other apps, pull down a little more. Tap the Edit button next to the search bar. You can now drag
podcasts in any order you like. When you're done sorting, tap Done. How to change the sort order of a specific podcast playlist Launch the Podcasts app from the home screen of your iPhone or iPad. If the My Podcasts tab hasn't been selected yet, tap it. Tap the name of the podcast that you want to change the sort order. Move the
Settings button up. Here you can change the sort order in which podcast episodes appear in the episode list and how episodes are played. 26 Apr 2013 You may regularly use the Podcasts for iPhone or iPad app to encounter podcast series that you think your people are interested in to keep up with your favorite episodes and playlists.
Instead of sending them a link to iTunes or simply giving them a title to look up at, the podcast app actually gives you the option to share directly without leaving the app. Here's how: Launch the Podcasts app on your iPhone or iPad. Find the title of the podcast you want to share in the My Podcasts section, and then tap its name. Tap the
Share button in the upper-right corner. Select the option you want to share now. Options are email, message, Twitter and Facebook. Tap on something you like and it will automatically go to the message or post auto-fill. Podcast Help &amp; How podcast for iOS contributes back page funny in the monthly issue of Fast Company
magazine, as well as videos from the rooftop comedy crew featured on fastcompany .com every week. RooftopComedy .com a global network of comedians who satirize everything from boardrooms to bathrooms, documenting live comedy every night of the year. You can find out more about the rooftop comedy's work by clicking here.
Apple's podcast app automatically downloads new episodes of podcasts you subscribe to and stores them on your device. It's useful, but it can make all 16GB iPhones and iPads nervous. The Podcasts app offers quite a few options for recovering storage, from quickly deleting the entire show to limiting the number of episodes stored on
your device. See how much space the podcast app is using Related: How to free up space on your iPhone or iPad You can view the amount of space the podcast app is using.is used on an iPhone or iPad. Open the Settings app, tap General, tap Storage and iCloud Usage, and then tap Manage Storage in Storage. Look for podcast apps
in the list of apps and see how much storage you're using on your current device. If you need to recover space as fast as possible to quickly delete the entire podcast, you can do this directly from the storage screen. Use the space to tap the Podcasts app into the list of apps. You're seeing a breakdown of your storage usage, including the
amount of space used by each podcast you subscribe to. To delete a podcast, swipe left on it and tap Delete. You can also click Edit in the upper-right corner of the screen and use the buttons to quickly delete podcasts. This doesn't actually unsubscribe you from podcasts. When you visit the podcast app again, you'll see those shows and
there are no episodes stored on your device. The Podcasts app will continue to download new episodes as usual and you can choose to download or stream old episodes if you like. You may need to change that setting to keep the Podcast app in use as usual, but to prevent your storage usage from continuing to grow. I can't find these
inside the podcast app itself. Instead, you need to open the iOS Settings app and tap Podcasts on the main settings screen. Set the options you want by default for podcasts. By default, the Podcasts app downloads new episodes and deletes episodes that you play, but it doesn't limit the number of episodes you download and save. This
means that if you added a podcast a few weeks ago and haven't heard of it, the podcast app is continuously downloading new episodes and filling up the storage on your iPhone or iPad. To prevent this from happening, tap Limit Episodes here to set episode limits. For example, you can keep only the last 10 episodes in your app, or you
can automatically delete episodes after a month. You should also make sure that the Delete Played Episodes option is enabled, as listening to these episodes will help you automatically free up free space. The Podcast Settings &gt; option is the default option that applies when you subscribe to a new podcast in the Podcasts app. If you
haven't changed the default options for the podcasts you subscribe to, changing the settings above will also change the options you use for your existing podcasts. If you change your settings, you're required to update each setting in your podcast separately. To find it, open the Podcasts app and tap the My Podcasts icon. Tap the name of
the podcast and tap the gear icon to access your settings. Under On this iPhone or on this iPad, make sure that the episode limit is set to the limit you want. On this screen, you can set different limits and settings for different podcasts. For example, you only have one or two recent episodes of news podcasts left, and others will have more
episodes. You can even manage individual episodesManage each episode you download. In My Podcasts, tap a podcast to view individual episodes. Episodes that have not been downloaded to your device but can be downloaded or streamed will have a cloud icon next to them. If you don't see the cloud icon, the episode is downloaded
and occupies space on your device. For example, in the following screenshot, the first episode is downloaded, and the second and third episodes are not downloaded. To delete a downloaded episode, click . Tap . Click the menu button on the right side of the episode and tap Delete Download. Removed from the device. You can also
swipe left on an episode and tap Delete, or tap the Edit button to delete an episode in bulk. If you do this, it will also be removed from the unplayed view. If you use the Delete Download option instead, it will appear in a view that is not playing. (If you remove an episode from an unplayed view, you can still watch the episode in the Feed
view.) But it will be hard to remember if you listened to them or simply deleted them when checking in in the future. Prevent podcasts from downloading new episodes automatically You can also prevent podcasts from automatically downloading new episodes to your iPhone or iPad. To do this, open the Podcasts app and tap My Podcasts.
If you don't plan to listen to the podcast again, you can unsubscribe by swiping left and tapping Delete. However, you can also leave your podcast subscribed while preventing future episodes from downloading. To do this, tap the name of the podcast in the My Podcasts view, then tap the gear icon to view your settings. Under On this
iPhone or on this iPad, tap Download Episodes, and then choose Off. The podcast app will not automatically download episodes of that podcast in the future. To change the default settings for podcasts to the Podcasts app, to automatically download new episodes of a podcast using these default settings, open the Settings app, tap
Podcasts, and set Download Episodes to Off in Podcast Defaults. None of these settings apply when listening to podcasts using third-party apps. As part of your app's storage, podcasts downloaded by that app appear on the storage screen. To manage how much space you use for downloaded podcasts, use the options included in the
settings for other apps. You can also delete the app to quickly recover all the storage you are using. Uninstalling the app will erase all downloaded podcasts. Image credits: Flickr's Casey Feesler best podcast app does more than play episodes of your favorite shows. It automatically downloads and sorts the latest episodes of podcasts you
subscribe to, assists you manage subscriptions, and meets many features. Some apps include a variety of audio tools and features to provide you with the best possible listening experience.It will help you discover new podcasts - a welcome feature if you are suddenly looking for more things to hear now that you are spending more time at
home. Some podcast apps go beyond management tools. You'll also see a prominent podcast recording app that can turn your smartphone into a mobile recording and editing studio. Whether you're using a built-in microphone on your phone or consider choosing the best microphone to record at home), no matter what you're looking for in
the app, our collection of the best podcast apps for iOS and Android devices has something that meets your criteria. The best podcast app you can download today PocketCast (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Podcast Media) PocketCast has long been a cross-device and cross-platform sync, thanks to features such as automatic download
and cleanup of episodes. It has been one of our favorite mobile pod catchers. However, as a paid app, there were significant barriers to entry. It was changed last September when Pocket Casts became completely free on mobile without removing features for free users. In addition to cross-platform synchronization, Pocket Casts allows
you to discover podcasts based on categories and listening habits, and the app has organizational tools to stream and download episodes (and clean up episodes you hear). Configurable controls cover time skipping, sleep timers, and more. Pocket Casts Plus tiers add desktop and web apps, 10 GB of cloud storage, themes, and custom
icons. Download PocketCast: Android, iOSOvercast (iOS) (Image Credit: Overcast Radio) Marco Ament's Overcast offers a clean design, powerful audio and a great combination of podcast management capabilities. Overcasting can skillfully handle episode playback and download, send notifications for new episodes, and play offline or
via streaming if you need to save some space. Plus it has some great audio features. Voice Boost normalizes the volume of the voice, automatically raises the quiet voice, and lowers the loud voice. Smart Speed automatically cuts in gaps and podcast silences to speed up playback without distorting the audio. Over the years, updates
have added interface enhancements, iOS widgets, and an action tray that makes it easier to manage episodes of your favorite podcasts. Download Overcast: iOS Google Podcast (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Google) Google has entered the podcast game with its very own podcasting app. And now the redesigned app is also available
on the iPhone, with the iOS version. You can start a podcast on your phone while commuting and pick up where you left off when you got the podcast with a smart speaker and got home. Other features include adjusting playback speed, integrating the Google Assistant, and adding podcasts to the app directly from Google Search. Google
promises, too.Future features such as auto-closed captioning. For now, the redesign highlights the discovery of podcasts, and the app's Explore tab has a section that recommends podcasts based on your interests. Download Google Podcasts: Android, iOSCastro (iOS) (Image Credit: Super Top Software) Different from many of the best
podcast apps, Castro's main virtue is its simplicity and ease of use. The app combines crisp audio with a sleek visual design. Episodes are downloaded in the background. The result is a pod catcher that is not cluttered with too many complex features. That's not to say Castro is a bare bone as it includes dynamic storage management,
automatic episode downloads and episode streaming. The $19-a-year subscription to Castro Plus offers advanced features such as the feature to trim silence to speed up playback, increase your voice so podcasts are easier to hear when you're listening loudly, and import files directly, but the app is free. Download Castro: iOS Spotify
(Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Spotify) Spotify may not be the first thing that comes to mind when someone mentions a podcast, but the streaming media juggernaut also includes audio and video podcast support, along with a nifty spoken word section within the app. Spotify has taken steps to strengthen its podcast presence in 2019 by
buying podcast producer Gimlet Media and podcast creation tool Anchor. That's since he signed a deal with Joe Logan to make Spotify the exclusive home of his popular podcast. Spotify organizes podcasts in different categories such as storyteller, sports &amp; recreation and comedy, allowing users to subscribe to individual podcasts,
manage downloads and share podcasts via social media. Playback and management options are sparse compared to other apps, but if you're already using Spotify for streaming music and don't want to look for a dedicated podcatcher, shoot it. Download Spotify: Android, iOSLaughable (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Byway Endeavours)
We can all use laughter these days, and that's what laughter promises in a comedy-focused podcast app. Boast the world's largest database of laughy comedians - search for your favorites and you'll find a list of appearances on the podcasts they host as well as other shows. (It's not just comedy.) The funny database also includes
athletes, actors and other public d'actors. You can subscribe to other podcasts in laughter and enjoy playback features such as offline listening, adjustable playback speed and sleep timer. Laughable download: Android, iOSLuminary (Android, iOS; $4.99/month) (Image credit: Luminary Media) Luminary wants to set itself up as podcasting
Netflix, not just a buffet where all of the podcasts are heard, but also in a library of exclusive shows such as Fiasco, Slay and Trevor Noah's Second Thoughts. Subscribers have ad-free access to Luminary's exclusive title, but free users turn to the app andOf free podcasts. And to tempt subscriptions, Luminary has just lowered its monthly
fee to $4.99 after previously ing $7.99, otherwise Luminary will run a gamut of good podcasting app features, including search and discovery tools to learn from your listening habits, playback controls and offline mode. Download Luminary: Android, iOS Himalaya (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Himalayas) Himalaya covers both ends of the
spectrum, not only a free podcast player app for listeners, but also a platform for creators to publish and monetize podcasts. The app has more than 500,000 podcasters and 270,000 podcasts and more than 24 million individual episodes. Existing podcast listeners can import subscriptions from services like Google Podcasts, Spotify and
TuneIn Radio, and search for new podcasts based on listening habits, popularity, featured shows and other filters. Download Himalayas: Android, iOSCastbox (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Castbox.fm) Podcasting platform CastBox has a clean, navigable interface, a good selection of podcasts, And combines a powerful podcast audio
search to provide an excellent mobile pod catcher. Users can sign in with Gmail, Facebook, or Twitter to search and subscribe to podcasts, download episodes for offline listening, and sync subscriptions across multiple devices. You can stream podcasts through Chromecast or Amazon Echo, and at the premium level, subscription limits
are removed, home page customization is possible, and customer support and new features are prioritized. Download the cast box: Android, iOSRadioPublic (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: RadioPublic) RadioPublic is a relative newcomer among the best podcast apps, but is dedicated to providing listeners and creators with a fair deal. The
app offers hundreds of thousands of different podcasts across different categories, with options for automatic download and streaming playback, organizational tools and playlists, and audiobook support. Download Radio Public: Android, iOSDowncast (iOS: $2.99) (Image Credit: Jamawkinaw Enterprise) Downcast is a robust online
search for podcast subscriptions, automatic downloads, ompl podcast feed import and export features, It helps keep your podcasts up to date. The highly customizable playlist maker allows you to edit playlists on the go and create them selectively, while numerous playback options (episode streaming, variable speed playback, video
podcast support, etc.) allow you to play content however you like. Downcast continues to add new support for CarPlay, Apple Watch and Google Cast to its features. Download Downcast: iOS Podcast Republic (Android) (Image Credit: Podcast Republic) Podcast Republic is a free ad-supported podcatcher app that offers you a wealth of
features, so we're pretty much surprised that it's not a paid app.Easy to process with discovery and automatic download, configurable storage management, streaming playback support, sleep timer and car mode. Chromecast and Android Wear support allows you to cast or control apps from your wrist. Podcast Republic is ad-supported,
but an in-app purchase for $1.99 removes it. Download Podcast Republic: Android Podcast Addict (Android) (Image Credit: Xavier Guillaemane) Podcast Addict is a solid, feature-packed Android podcatcher that comes with neat extras. It covers the basics of automatic updates of episodes and downloads, space, variable speed playback,
sleep timer and other auto-delete features to save neat quality of life features. Podcast Search allows you to quickly find individual episodes or search a variety of databases for new podcasts and trending shows. In addition, the app also supports video podcasts, YouTube channels, audiobooks, streaming radio and other media sources.
Download Podcast Addicts: AndroidProcast (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Philip Engel) Podcast fans who want to talk and share shows and moments from their favorite episodes may soon find a procast up their alley. The app allows you to take short, shareable audio snippets from podcast episodes, save them on your phone, and easily
share them with friends and social media contacts. In addition, Procast has an integrated inbox to get all the latest episodes of the podcasts you subscribe to right away. With simple, Tinder-like swipe controls, you can sort episode libraries and podcasts. Download Procast: Android for Podcasts (Android, iOS), iOSStitcher Radio (Image
Credit: Stitcher) Stitcher promotes access to the latest episodes without you downloading or syncing, and allows you to customize your podcasts to customized playlists Stitch together can be. You can also download episodes for offline listening. News audio alerts sent to your phone will help you keep up with slow broken stories. Stitcher
helps you find new shows by recommending what mutual listeners like and suggesting personalized show recommendations based on your history. Download Stitcher: Android, iOSTuneIn Radio (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: TuneIn) TuneIn Radio facilitates the discovery and distribution of podcasts for sports, news and music, talking to
more than 100,000 radio stations streaming from around the world and nearly 4 million podcasts. Upgrade to TuneIn Premium for live play-by-play for NFL, MLB, Barclays Premier League games, commercial-free music stations, and audiobook libraries. The app supports Apple watches and has various levels of premium in-app purchases
for both platforms. Download Tune on Radio: Android, iOSPodBean (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: PodBean) PodBean's streamlined interface provides an easy way to access your favorite podcasts for streaming and offline listening. Search categories and get suggestions based on your history, adjust playback speed, timer, and take
advantage of options such asFunction. The app can automatically download the latest episodes and automatically delete episodes that you have already heard. DownloadPodbian: Android, iOS (Image Credit: Dorada App Software) RSSRadio is an advanced audio/video podcast playback app for iOS that offers a massive deposit that
allows you to stream podcasts over Wi-Fi or your phone. Search for shows by keyword or category, watch top podcasts by hand, and enter URLs. RSSRadio proposes shows based on current subscriptions and also includes audio silence removal, equalizer, compressor/limiter, and volume boost DSP effects. Use iCloud to keep multiple
devices in sync. $3.99 In-app purchases remove ads and the app works with your Apple Watch.Download RSSRadio: iOSSpreaker Podcast Radio (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Streaker) Says that in addition to your own favorites, you're asking for both popular and original podcasts on a specific topic. Streaker Podcast Radio keeps
programs, channels and your personalized playlists up to date. The Explore section offers curated channels and lists based on topics such as technology, travel and pop culture. The app offers a social component that allows you to like, share, comment on episodes and even contact hosts and other listeners. Download Streaker Podcast
Radio: Android, iOSSpreaker Studio (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: Spreaker) Of course, Streaker doesn't just listen to podcasts. We also offer apps to help users record and publish their podcasts. The free Streaker Studio app join our list of the best podcast apps by turning your phone into a handheld podcasting studio. This allows you to
record audio clips and add sound effects and music (which you can play while recording). The app's editing tools can handle volume and channel settings. In addition, you can interact with listeners using the chat feature by simply broadcasting live. Episode management tools allow you to categorize episodes into shows and automatically
post them to Facebook and Twitter when editing is complete. Download Spryker Studio: Android, iOS iOS
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